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Issues with some questions on the MCQ assessment



Reflections and Questions based on MCQ results

•Are you surprised by the findings specific to the students who took it both 
before and after? (see report online) Several questions show changes in 
pre to post-course assessment. Why? Are you teaching any related skills or 
concepts in common across sections?

•When there is unfamiliar language (like “Botticelli”) we see a change. Is 
that because students have become more comfortable with the unfamiliar 
(as a result of your course) and are able to solve the critical thinking 
challenge? What else might be happening when you see change and how 
does it connect to what and how you are teaching?



Reflections and Questions based on MCQ results

•What would need to happen in common to move students 
towards greater change across all sections of particular courses? 
When there is no change, what might be the reason?

•How can The Thinker’s Guide to Analytic Thinking help to 
support critical thinking activities or teaching strategies across 
sections?  Any coordinated effort grounded in Critical Thinking 
research should show a greater change score from pre- to post.

•Are there specific ways in which you engage students’ critical 
thinking in the classroom that would override their high school 
test-taking skills, so they read the question and work to draw 
the conclusions? 



Period Courses



Thank You!

*current as of 4-30-2016

Most Papers Read - Spring 2016

Prof. Brown 10

Prof. Donley 10

Prof. Frame 10

Prof. Hill 10

Prof. Jenne 10

Prof. Lippitt 10

Prof. Montione 10

Prof. Mulholland 10

Prof. Sparks 10

Prof. Stone 10

Prof. Taylor 10

Prof. Temes 10

Prof. Tribble 10

Prof. Woldman 10



Changes for 16/15 Assessment Cycle

Two-Tiered Scoring System

Yes/No and 0,1,2,3.

Two Readers

A: Readers agree on #.

B: Readers agree on category, disagree on #.

C: Readers disagree on both.



Humanities Faculty Goal - 2014
75% of students were expected to demonstrate the indicator 
(“yes”)



Critical Thinking



Information Literacy



Writing



Cultural and Historical Understanding*



Sample Scoring (0, 1, 2, 3)



From Assessment to Pedagogy

The best of the Critical Thinking indicators was “A1: Influence of Context”: 28% of 

student papers received a “Yes.”

Comments:

“Would like to see more on the context of other transitions in the Archaic Age to the Golden Age” (Paper 

scored 26/39)

“The lack of required sources makes this an unsuitable assignment in terms of assessing information 

literacy” (11/39)

“Off topic - did not discuss the impact of Greco-Roman influence on literature at all” (9/39)



Slides for Humanities 2016 
Checklist Results

(E, WP, O, LN, W)

4/30/2016 Laura Blasi, Ph.D., Director, Institutional Assessment



By Campus, by Course - Papers Read Twice: 
132 pairs of scores returned = 264 reviews (solo and missing scores not used)



By Course, by Campus - Papers Read Twice



Response Rates



Moving Forward



Sample Prompt from Low Scored Paper

Write a 1200 word paper comparing and 

contrasting an Egyptian deity and a Greek 

deity. Research could cover a variety of 

material including cults, iconography, 

means of worship, and myths associated 

with the god.

Response to Survey Q27

A dismal display of vague, trivial, cliche-

ridden rambling.  I also find the 

assignment faulty--there are clear 

instructions for the parameters, but the 

question itself is far too open-ended.  A 

more concrete question can help extract 

more concrete writing from students.



Sample Question from Packet

HUM2223

Write a five-paragraph essay in which you relate 

the concept of medieval synthesis to gothic 

architecture.

Synthetic Elements of Cathedrals

· The different purposes that a cathedral served

· What reasons people had for wanting to have a 

cathedral in their town

· How money was raised to fund the construction 

of cathedrals

· What kinds of scenes were pictured in the 

stained glass windows and in the stone carvings

· The “lux nova” concept

· Why so many cathedrals were dedicated to the 

Virgin Mary



Sample Prompt from Low Scored Paper

Essay Prompt:

Describe and discuss the impact of patronage upon 

the development of architecture. Be sure to 

reference at least one specific architectural example 

to illustrate your conclusions.

You must discuss in detail the historical context 

related to architecture and your example.

Your paper must be between 750-1250 original 

words in length and in STRICT MLA format 

(composition, formatting, grammar).

Response to Survey Q27

What possibly interesting essay can 

we expect a Valencia sophomore to 

write in response to this prompt?



Sample Question from Packet

HUM2234

Describe and discuss the role of nature upon the 

development of nineteenth-century literature using 

Shelley’s “Frankenstein” to illustrate your 

argument.



Sample Question from Packet

HUM2250

Describe and discuss the impact of Existentialism

upon the medium of film during the latter half of the 

20th century.  You may choose any ONE of the 

following ten films to discuss.  Be sure to reference 

the primary sources (eg. Sartre’s writings) and 

then discuss how the points from the primary 

sources are reflected in the film. 

List of films

· The Wrestler

· Into the Wild (you may also write about this 

book)

· Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

· Adaptation

· American Beauty

· Being John Malkovich

· The Matrix

· Groundhog Day

· The Truman Show

· The Shawshank Redemption



Comments from Readers 
by Course and Score 



Comments from Readers 
by Course and Score 



Improvements for 2016-17 Cycle

• Questions to consider…
• Alignment of Column B across courses
• Updates to Columns A’s
• Updates/Creation of Sample Questions 

(a.k.a. Prompts)
• How to handle poor assignment 

instructions
• Do we wish to make assignment 

directions mandatory for sake of 
consistency?

• If not, how do we handle poor 
directions?




